
Algebra 1
Chapter 1
Section 1-5

HW pg 34-35 14-50 even, 56



Absolute Value

Opposites

Additive Inverse

A number's distance from zero, always a
nonnegative number

Two numbers that are the same distance
from zero

The opposite of a given number

Vocabulary

Negative distance does not exist in our number system  |4|=4  |-4|=4



Addition and Subtraction of
Real Numbers on Number Line

2 + 4

2 - 4

-2 + 4

-2 - 4
 

2 + 4 = 6

2 - 4 = -2

-2 + 4 = 2

-2 - 4 = -6



Addition and Subtraction of
Real Numbers in Equations

Adding numbers with 
the same sign

Add the absolute values and 
keep the sign the same

Adding numbers with 
different signs

Subtract the absolute values and 
keep the sign of the larger 

number

Subtracting real numbers

To subtract a real number, add its opposite.

3+5, 8, +8 12+(-10), 12-10, 2, +2
-3+(-6), 3+6, 9, -9 -5+6, 6-5, 1, -1

8-4, 8+(-4), 4
5-(-7), 5+7, 12



Inverse Property

For every real number (a) there is an additive 
inverse (-a) such that their sum is equal to zero 
eee

a + (-a) = 0 for all a.

***a and -a are opposites



Real World Applications
Golf
In 2007 Zach Johnson won the Masters golf tournament with a score 
over par. His four daily scores for Thursday through Sunday were -3, 
-1,  +1, and +4. What was his final score?

Distance
Tom lives on Straight Street. The grocery store and pharmacy are also 
on Straight Street. Tom travels past the pharmacy to the grocery store, 
a total of 2 miles. He then travels a half mile back to the pharmacy. 
How far is Tom's house from the pharmacy? How far is the pharmacy 
from Tom's house?

+1
1.5 miles, 1.5 miles



|9-3|

-|14-8|

|2-12|

|3-x| when x=-3

Absolute Values

6 10
-6  6



Variable Expressions

Simplify the expression when:
 x=4, y=-3, and z=-10

-2x+y-z

-2(4) + (-3) - (-10)
-8-3+10
-1


